
AESOP’S FABLE:  The Wolf and the Crane 
A Play Written by Connie Frank 

Narrator on the story The Wolf and the Crane:  The wolf is a wild, carnivorous mammal of the dog 

family, live and hunt in packs. Wolves are often used figuratively to refer to aggressive, ferocious 

people.  The wolf is the symbol of pagan Rome's founding, and it was not long before the wolf 

became a symbol of evil, a threat to its victims. Wolfgang Wolf was not a strong member of his pack, 

and he was not well liked due to his crude behavior and arrogance.  He would consume food 

quickly and greedily without regard for table manners to keep others in the pack from eating before 

he got his fill. Even though wolves are known to be complex, highly intelligent animals who are 

caring, playful, and above all devoted to family, this wolf cared nothing about educating the young, 

or taking care of the injured.  In fact, his cruelty and ruthlessness were well known.  

Characters:  
 Narrator: 

 Wolfgang the Wolf: 

 Mr. Owl: 

 Mrs. Hawk: 

 Charlie Mouse: 

 Clarissa the Crane:   

 Brother Sonny the Crane:   

Script:  
Narrator: Normally the forest is always busy and filled with noise.  Trees bent in twists cram close 

together to keep each one safe from storms. The branches of the trees lean gently in a 

myriad to browns and greens. The birds chatter in the branches of the trees, and the 

leaves crunch under the feet of the deer that step delicately through the undergrowth.  

Today, however, there is a smell of death in the air.  The forest has gone silent, as 

though holding its breath, and the hushed silence appears to affect its residents, 

mesmerized by the sight of seeing one of their own breathe its last.  The Wolf, satisfied 

with his kill, licked his lips and enjoyed his feast.  The forest continued its silence, eyes 

narrowing at the crunch of bones. 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Crunching the leg bone) Yow! Ow! Ow! Ow! 

Narrator: Feasting too greedily, his gluttony had caused the wolf to eat too fast.  A small leg bone 

had stuck crosswise in his throat.  The wolf could neither throw it out of his mouth or 

swallow it down. 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Shaking his head from side to side) Get out of me! Get out of me! 

Narrator: The forest began to feel sorry for the greedy wolf.  It was obvious that the Wolf was in 

extraordinary pain.  He could not eat a thing, However, and the other animals in the 

forest rejoiced. This was and awful situation for the greedy Wolf, but this was cause for 

celebrations for the other animals who were always fearful of being his next meal. 

Mr. Owl: Who is that waking me up from my slumber! 

Mrs. Hawk: I hate being interrupted while eating. How is that yelping down there? 

Narrator: Mrs. Hawk and Mr. Owl flew down near the Wolf but not so close as to accidentally get 

clawed. 

Mr. Owl: Are you stark raving mad? 

Mrs. Hawk: Stop all this terrible racket! 

Narrator: The Wolf pulled his head around and looked straight at Mr. Owl and Mrs. Hawk. 

Mrs. Hawk: Oh, my goodness!  What have you done to yourself? 

Mr. Owl: Well, isn’t that just great!  Look at what you have done! 

Wolfgang the Wolf: I cannot believe how bad this hurts!  Am I going to die of starvation?  Am I going to die 

of dehydration?  Yow!  Ow! Ow! 

Mrs. Hawk: What a sorry state of affairs?  Are you certainly a poor excuse for a predator! 

  



 

Mr. Owl: Stop it, you big baby!  Honestly, you are giving all predators a bad reputation. 

Narrator: The animals of the forest watched these three predators with great interest.  They knew 

it was important that they know their enemies, and these predators had been attacking 

them without provocation since they were born.  

Wolfgang the Wolf: (He contorted his face in weird ways to communicate):  Well, figure out a way to help 

me! 

Mrs. Hawk:   No, absolutely not!   

Mr. Owl:   What? No Way! 

Narrator: Wolfgang the Wolf looked at his two predators with shock.  His face changed into 

shock.   

Wolfgang the Wolf:   I cannot believe this!  I am in pain – and you won’t help me? 

Narrator: The huge wolf was shocked.  He had known these fellow predators all of his life, and 

yet here he was, unable to get any help.  Mrs. Hawk walked away, shaking her head.  

Mr. Owl turned to the Wolf. 

Mr. Owl:   I wish we could help you, but you are too scary, and you are not trustworthy.  I 

guarantee you that you would eat me if I got that bone out of your mouth.  No one 

could trust you. 

Narrator:   Mr. Owl took one look back at the now frustrated Wolf and flew away.  Once Mr. Owl 

had flown out of sight, the Wolf howled in anger.  Leaves hanging on the trees shook 

with the vibrations of this sound.  The animals of the forest trembled with his pain. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   Can no one help me?  Will you leave me here to die! 

Narrator:   The forest was quiet.  The silence was deafening.  Wolfgang began to pace through the 

forest, crunching leaves under his heavy paws.  He roared his sadness.  But just as the 

Wolf turned toward the open meadow near the forest, raking leaves away with his 

sharp claws, a tiny little voice lilted the air, and the Wolf looked down to see a tiny little 

brown mouse under the brown leaves. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   What are you doing here?  (The Wolf looked down to the small mouse.) Are you spying 

on me?   

Charlie Mouse:   No, of course not!  You were making so much noise I stepped out of my home to find 

out what was happening.   

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Turning away from the Mouse): Go away before I step on you. 

Narrator: The mouse trembled then bravely spoke up just as the Wolf turned away from her. 

Charlie Mouse:   I understand how you feel.  If I could not eat or even drink water, I would be miserable. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   You are at least talking to me.  Why is the forest so quiet? 

Charlie Mouse:   Everyone is afraid of you!  You make them want to run away from you! 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Lying down in the leaves and stretching out, he grunted in pain.): I wish someone 

could help me.  I hurt so badly.  I must eat and drink to stay alive. 

Narrator:   The mouse stepped toward the Wolf and quietly contemplated his statement. 

Charlie Mouse:   You certainly are in a pickle!   

Wolfgang the Wolf:   I wish someone could help me.  I am afraid. 

Charlie Mouse:    Well, I sympathize with you.  I really do, but there is not a lot I can do to help you. 

Narrator: Charlie Mouse could feel the eyes of the forest staring at her.  What could she do to help 

a predator?  Why would she help a predator that would kill her if he lived? 

Charlie Mouse:   I see your pain.  I have been in pain before too.  (She thought and thought.) Perhaps the 

Crane could help you. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   Clarissa?  You mean Clarissa Crane? 

Charlie Mouse:   Yes, she is the one.  She has a very long beak.  She might be able to help you get that 

bone out of your mouth.  But I am not certain she would take a chance in helping you.  

You are greedy and you could eat her.   



Wolfgang the Wolf: (His ears perked up and his eyes widened.)  Really?  Clarissa Crane could help me?  

(He nodded.)  That is a wonderful idea!  Of course, Clarissa will help me!  I will go right 

away and ask him. 

Charlie Mouse: (Wagging her finger in his face.):  You must promise not to eat Clarissa.  You must 

promise not to do anything to hurt her if she does help you.  Promise or I will warn her 

not to help you! 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Nodding):  I promise not to hurt her.  Oh, if only she would get this bone out of my 

mouse!  It hurts! 

Narrator: After attaining this promise, Wolfgang the Wolf turned and walked toward the lake 

where Charlie often hung out with her family and friends.  He hurried as quickly as he 

could o the Crane. He was sure that she, with her long neck and bill, would easily be 

able to reach the bone and pull it out. It was quite a long walk, and with every moment 

that went by, the Wolf hurt even more.  He stepped out of the forest to get near the 

water’s edge.  The water of the lake moved and sparkled, dancing in the bright sunlight 

He could usually see cranes hanging out by the lake, but they were not anywhere to be 

found.  The sun was at its hottest as it was beginning to sink lower in the sky.  Just as 

the Wolf gave up and was turning to walk back into the forest, the Wolf sighted three 

beautiful white birds floating toward the lake.   The Wolf noted how tall they were with 

their thin, black legs and lean bodies.   

Wolfgang the Wolf: (His eyes following the flight of the birds.)  They are beautiful birds.  I wonder how 

tasty they are.  

Narrator: Wolfgang shook his head.  He was getting hungry, but he could not think that way.  

The Wolf really needed to live.  Then he could eat. 

Narrator: Clarissa the Crane was an adult whopping crane, that much was obvious.  She was a 

beautiful creamy white with a red crown on his head and a long, dark, pointed bill.  

Clarissa was taller than the rest in her flock.  His long neck was kept straight, and his 

long dark legs trail behind.  As an endangered species, the scary people who hunted in 

these woods were careful not to shoot these beautiful creatures.  Just as the cranes 

lighted into the softly moving waters of the lake, they spied the Wolf and cried out to 

each other in alarm.   

Clarissa the Crane:   What are you doing here?  We have an agreement.  You cannot come here and bother 

with us.  Brothers!  (He called out to her brothers, who gathered together in a group and 

stared at the Wolf, who was intimidated by their aggressive behavior.) Brothers!  Get 

him out of here! 

Narrator:   The cranes attacked, striking the Wolf with their very sharp beaks, and forcing him 

back into the forest.  The wolf yelped in pain. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   Stop! Help! Help!  Stop!  That hurts! 

Clarissa the Crane:   That will teach you not to come down here and try to kill one of us for dinner.  We 

know your kind.   

Wolfgang the Wolf:   Stop!  I need your help!   

Narrator: At these words, Clarissa the Crane turned her long neck and placed her eyes on the 

wolf.  Her yellow eyes narrowed, and she looked at the wolf with derision 

Clarissa the Crane:   What is this?  You say you need our help?  Why? 

Narrator: The crane took a few steps toward the wolf, her eyes narrowed while her brothers 

walked with her in a menacing way. 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Speaking breathlessly):  I need your help!  I have a problem! 

Clarissa the Crane:   Yes, you do.  You are slurring your words.  What kind of wolf are you? 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   I have a problem and only you can solve it.  I have a bone stuck in my throat and I 

cannot get it out.  If you cannot help me, I will die. 

Clarissa the Crane: So why would I help you, a predator? 

  



 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Just as the crane turned away from him):  I will reward you very handsomely if you 

pull that bone out for me. 

Narrator:   At these words, Clarissa the Crane was very uneasy about putting her head in a Wolf’s 

throat. 

Clarissa the Crane:   That is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard.  Why would I help you? 

Brother Sonny the Crane:   Come on, Clarissa.  We should go home.  We can come back here another day.  

Clarissa the Crane:   No, I want to hear his answer.  What can you offer me that I would want from you? 

Narrator:   The wolf shook his head.  What could he offer her?  Suddenly, he had a thought and 

became inspired. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   The fish at the lake at the other end of this large forest has some of the tastiest fish ever, 

but you never go there.  Why? 

Clarissa the Crane:   The predators are everywhere.  We do not want to be blindsided and attacked without 

provocation. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   For one day I can get you all the fish that you can eat.  It would not be hard for me as a 

predator, because, seriously, who would attack a wolf? I can get you those fish from 

that lake as soon as you free me from this horrible bone.  You could have a full day of 

feasting without danger. 

Narrator: Clarissa the Crane stood still and on one foot, thinking on this offer.  This could be the 

deal of a lifetime.  She looked at her brothers, who were shaking their heads No.  But 

Clarissa was grasping in nature, so she took a hesitant step forward, moving toward the 

Wolf.  Clarissa looked into the gleaming eyes of the Wolf in pain, then did what the 

Wolf asked her to do.  With her brothers holding their breath and looking on with 

dread, Clarissa reached into the Wolf’s mouth, grasped the bone, and quickly yanked 

her head out of the Wolf’s mouth then stepped back, out of his reach.  She had done 

what the Wolf had requested.  The bone was gone.  Clarissa spit out the nasty tasting 

bone and looked at the Wolf expectantly.  But when the Wolf felt that the bone was 

gone, he started to walk away. 

Clarissa the Crane:   I saved you.  I pulled the bone out of your mouth.  (Watching the Wolf anxiously.)  

What about my reward? 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Snarling with his snout wrinkled and ears back against his head):  What! Haven’t you 

got it? 

Narrator: All eyes were now on the Wolf, narrowing in anger. 

Wolfgang the Wolf:   Haven’t you got it?  Isn’t it enough that I let you take your head out of my mouth 

without snapping it off? 

Narrator:   The air was filled with anger.  Rage came over Clarissa the Crane, but it was even worse 

to see her brothers squawk and flap their wings in range.   

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Grinning and showing his sharp teeth):  Be content.  You have put your head inside a 

Wolf’s mouth and taken it out again in safety.  That ought to be reward enough for you.   

Clarissa the Crane:   (Launching herself toward the Wolf, who snarled):   I will teach you to cheat me! 

Brother Sonny the Crane:   Boys let’s kill us a cheating Wolf!  Get him! 

Narrator:   The crane, incensed at having been cheated out of her reward, chased down the wolf 

with her brothers.  They pecked at his eyes, his ears, and his throat with their long, 

sharp beak, while the Wolf howled.  Just as the Wolf thought he was going to be killed, 

he cried out. 

Wolfgang the Wolf: (Slinking down to the ground):  Stop!  I give up!  I will keep my word.  I will bring you 

the fish. 

Narrator: The cranes flew off to safety while cackling, satisfied by the knowledge that they had at 

least gotten the last laugh in every sense of the phrase. 

  



 

Clarissa the Crane:   Good!  A deal is a deal.  Never expect something for nothing!  A good tree cannot bring 

forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.  You had better show 

up here tomorrow around noon with our reward, or we will come looking for you. 

Narrator: The Wolf nodded and showed up the next day with a bag he dragged to their feed full 

of fish.  They were the finest he could find in the lake.  The cranes crooned and happily 

ate the reward that Clarissa had earned.  They had learned a good lesson and told 

everyone that they met in the forest this:  When working for a tyrant, feel lucky to 

escape alive. 

Narrator: Don’t be a self-entitled jerk who expects people to work for free, unless, of course, you 

want an angry crane to peck your eyes out.  Wolfgang the Wolf, who had forgotten the 

size of his swallow, tried to pass a large bone.  His mouth was propped open because of 

the bone, and his breathing was greatly impeded.  He thought he would die from 

starvation and thirst, and a white and black-tipped Crane saved his life.  To take 

advantage of the Crane and great his word was not honorable.   

The moral of the story is: 

“Expect no reward for serving the wicked.” 

 


